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This is a true story - a guide, an insider view; and an uncompromising peek behind the set.
There's valuable advice if you fancy a career in the film and TV business, and a soundwise look
at the realities of filming for the newcomer, those in the know, and the quietly curious.It covers
topics hardly touched-upon by drier technical manuals – like how to cope with barmy directors,
what situations should be embraced or avoided like the plague, what will be expected of you and
what qualities you'll need; tips on tradecraft, gear, life and love on the road and how to worm
your way in (or out)It might raise a smile from old colleagues. and maybe encourage the next
sound generation to enjoy listening.
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1START PROJECT Consider A-levels. More accurately - post A-levels. I thought about
becoming an architect but, as it turned out, I had zero aptitude for technical drawing, surveys,
ground plans, loading calculations nor any actual interest in designing buildings.Or architecture
to be frank, but at school I was interested in both arts and sciences. That was the problem.Come
on, who knows what they want to do with their lives in their late teenage years?So after
masterfully buggering up my exams I really should have had more of a clue, but nope.Yet from
about 12 years old I had been recording music off the radio (illegally as it turns out) on my dad's
cassette machine - trying to hit pause before the bleedin' DJ spoilt things, and in my early teens
my best Christmas presents were a reel-to-reel tape machine and a guitar. Oh and a bike but
that's irrelevant.Eventually I built my own stereo system, speakers and sound-to-light display in
our bedroom with the reluctant (i.e. enforced) help of my younger brother. I got into sound-on-
sound, track bouncing, early cheap synthesisers (such as the Wasp) making it all up musically
and technically as I went along but I didn't know what I was going to do with my life because
none of this stuff was in the "Book of Jobs".You would think, in hindsight, that it was obvious, but
it honestly wasn't to me at the time. 

Early days - late nights. I was blissfully wearing headphones, listening to some pretentious prog-
rock, unaware the main amps were still on. My parents came home to find the house
thumping to Emerson Lake and Palmer. I believe they had to apologise the next day to our poor,
suffering neighbour.He put up with a lot did Mr Brown. I'd like to say sorry too, but it's a bit late. I
could apologise to my brother but... nah.Sound and music were important to me yet...it surely
couldn't exist as an actual job could it?That was for famous people who produced their songs
and sound by magic. In my defence there was no available internet, and the local library did
indeed have a “Book of Jobs” but there was nothing under the heading - “Messes about with
Sound”There wasn’t even a heading -“Sound”. There probably still isn’t. Anyway, who uses
books to find things out these days? Oh yeah...It did have chapters extolling the virtues of
becoming an Actuary, Dentist, Market Gardener, Undertaker or Zoologist, or, if you were of
the female persuasion, Receptionist, Secretary, or more ambitiously still, a Personal Assistant
(attractive ladies only need apply)Yes - the book was that old-fashioned, sexist, middle-class
and entirely useless, cobbled-together by an old-fashioned, sexist, middle-class and entirely



useless committee no doubt.School-based job-advice was hopeless too (information and
inspiration-wise) Maybe it’s better these days? I hope and believe things are improving and I am
sure there are many excellent teachers out there who are concerned for your prospects and
future welfare. I just never met any.Did they ask: “What really interests you? What are you good
at?” and do a little research, or did they give you some leaflets to throw away? It's not my place
to criticise the education system of this country. In many ways it is thoroughly excellent. In many
other ways, it is not.But never mind. Here, at last, is a "sound job" guide.   

After giving up on further education, eschewing University and through a series of both chance
and misfortune (like getting sacked from a job in accountancy in an advertising company that I
hated anyway), I somehow ended up at Television Centre, London.Apparently, at the time, it was
“a cultural icon... a factory for television" and a "powerhouse of creative broadcasting.”I wouldn’t
disagree.What mattered was that in those Halcyon days, the BBC was a huge and magnificent
drama and entertainment machine, and its hub was TVC - Television Centre, White City. The
Emerald City it wasn't - well not quite - it was more popular. Through luck and circumstance I
had ended up where I needed to be without knowing it.My temporary summer job at the time
was totally unrelated to sound, but I was at last in an environment where I began to come across
rather intriguing and previously unheard terms such as – boom operator, grip, sound supervisor,
studio manager, focus puller, grams operator...None of these professions was in the bloody
“Book of Jobs”! I have no idea why not. I suspect the publishers were incredibly lazy and didn’t
care, or perhaps it was because I had discovered a rather secret world – unknown outside its
own domain, yet full of promise.I decided to find out more.  

Fortunately, the BBC at the time had a policy of posting all available internal jobs on the walls on
every floor of that circular building and those cork-boards became irresistible reading:-“Available
posts –Audio assistant, Trainee camera operator,Foor manager, Senior sound
supervisor,Costume movement operative,Engineering manager, Catering assistant,Security
commissionaire”- all were actual jobs in one glorious mix! They really did advertise for “Head of
Programming BBC1” alongside “Junior Payroll Clerk”, and these posts were updated every two
weeks, with detailed requirements for what was expected of the candidate.It was extraordinary
and yet it seemed to me the majority of the denizens of TVC walked blithely past these
opportunities every day, content in their own spheres. Which they probably were.Of course I
knew nothing. Messing about in your bedroom with a reel-to-reel is not actually that impressive
to a BBC interview board of five stern-faced professionals as I found out.Yet I was able to watch
productions in TVC studios One and Two from the viewing galleries, occasionally sneaking onto
the studio floor during lunch breaks, and I took advantage of joining “BBC Club” amateur
organisations that (amazingly) allowed some of us to play with real BBC radio equipment in the
evenings (as long as we passed a basic competence course and faithfully promised not to break
anything - including ourselves.) A group of us were allowed into a radio studio one evening to



produce some amateur radio play. We were quite excited because this was a really shiny new
studio – not the creaky ancient basement facilities the BBC usually consigned us to.Everything
would have been fine if us cocky would-be studio managers had known where the ON switch
was. Turned out it wasn't on the desk as expected. Took us twenty minutes to find it. And that
was only because someone else (totally non- technical) said: “Is it maybe this big red switch by
the door?” Remember that Mike? It has been a while (to say the least) since I started my sound
career but I see no real difference then to now – you need dedication, persistence and
perseverance if you are going to lever your way into this business - in other words you need to
be pretty bloody stubborn and competitive.And wildly talented, which helps.Also full of
enthusiasm, energy, and a "joie du son", if there is such a thing. 

Life As Saints Row, Life As bts music



Balham, “Informative and funny, whether you are a student, a pro, or just want to understand the
craft.. Very readable, this useful little book contains a wealth of information for anyone interested
in film and television or thinking about a career in sound recording, without becoming too
bogged down in tech speak. It begins in biographical mode, but quickly adopts a friendly mentor
approach, with funny asides, cartoon illustrations and professional tips that you won't find in your
regular sound engineering manual. (Who knew that the best bits of kit you can buy are not
always microphones, but a very good light-weight chair and a jacket with a million pockets!) It's
also laced with a refreshing dollop of real world cynicism, whether discussing how to fit in to a
major movie crew, or weekly soap production, or dealing with the reality of recording dozy but
dangerous wild lions and getting caught short on location. Highly recommended, even if you've
just always wanted to know what all those job titles mean rolling by on the end credits.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Funny and informative. I really love this book. It is funny and irreverent - but
very informative. I would highly recommend it to someone starting out and thinking about a
career in sound or indeed a career in film or TV - as it gives you a real flavour of what it is like
working on a production and a new respect for the various crafts people involved - especially the
sound people.  For a book about such a technical area it is really entertaining and an easy read.”

marc walters, “Really fun, and informative read. Just finished this book. Thoroughly enjoyed it.
It's very informative without being dry or overly techy........ obviously written by a man with heaps
of experience and a good sense of humor. If you're interested in finding out about the reality of
sound recording for film and TV I'd certainly recommend a read of this”

Jaxter, “Informative fun book working at the BBC as a sound recordist. A really useful book if you
want to get an understanding of what life is like working on a BBC set or going on location. Lots
of great tips for buying or looking after sound recording gear and working with a tv crew.”

The book by Tony Briskham has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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